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country as municipal evening institutes, supported out of rates
and whisky money. While the university extension movement
aimed at diffusing something of the new found liberal and
scientific spirit of the universities outside their walls, the
polytechnic movement aimed at providing persons of all ages
with a substitute for the secondary education and technical
training which they had not been able to obtain. And on
account of the systematic and methodical character of the
courses it arranged, as well as of the vocational bias of many
of them, the polytechnic thus became the first aspect of adult
or young-adult education to be publicly subsidized and
regulated.
Yet another quarter of a century and again two movements
of importance appeared. One arose from a consciousness of
the need of education if organized labour was to be a power
as well as a party in the state. Ruskin College, in Oxford but
not of it, tried to train a labour elite, like a kind of adult Eton
of the labour world. For the less ambitious there were univer-
sity extension lectures; but these seemed not altogether well-
adapted to meeting the new requirements: the large audiences
that were necessary if these courses were to pay their way
were hardly conducive to individual tuition. So tutorial classes
of a less ambitious and a more thorough nature, in which
better opportunities should exist for close contact between
tutor and student, were organized from 1907 under the
auspices of the universities, through the medium of the
Workers' Educational Association, and under the inspection
of the Board of Education which aids them with a conditional
grant.
And \vhile the universities have thus stretched out their
tentacles beyond their city walls, some have made increasing
provision for students who can come to them at night to
follow degree and diploma courses identical with those offered
to persons who are able to devote their working hours to
study.
Finally, in the last phase of all, what is most striking is the
tendency to turn from food for the mind to skill of hand and

